In this paper, we prove that the symmetric difference of a < [.pari,y-hard set for E and a subexponential-time-computable set is still G[.,,~,,,-hard for E. This remains true for <L-hard set for E since a l-parity reduction is a many-one reduction. In addition, we show that this property fails to hold for some other types of reductions. We introduce and study the notions of E-complete kernel and E-hard kernel.
Introduction
In recent years, study of exponential time complexity (E, NE, EXP and NEXP) has been active and fruitful. The similarity between P vs. NP and E vs. NE motivated this study greatly. They are closely related. For example, Hartmanis et al. [lo] proved that E #NE iff there is a sparse set in NP -P. Roughly speaking, a tally version of a theorem about E vs. NE is a theorem about P vs. NP. On the other hand, exponential time allows us to deal with all the words of length less than or equal to the input length. Hence, we can get some absolute results about E and NE [l, 5, 15 , 161.
Berman [4] proved that all the polynomial-time many-one complete sets for E are polynomial-time length-increasing one-one-equivalent. Schiining [ 171 proved that the symmetric difference of a poly-time many-one hard set and a P-set is of exponential density. Watanabe [18, 191 proved that every poly-time btt-hard set for E is of biexponential density and, for every k, poly-type (k+ I)-tt completeness is different from poly-time k-tt completeness in E. Buhrman et al. [6] proved that the same is true for NE. Homer et al. [ 121 proved that poly-time 1 -tt completeness for E is the same as poly-time many-one completeness for E. Buhrman et al. [7] proved the same result for NE.
In this paper, we study the role of subexponential-time-computable sets in the study of exponential-time classes. We focus on E-hard sets with respect to various reducibilities.
In section 3, we show (Theorem 3.1) that the symmetric difference of a <f.pari,y-hard set for E and a subexponential-time-computable set is still < E_parity-hard for E. When k= 1 (Corollary  3. 3), we conclude that this remains true for <L-hard for E. This generalize some known results. But the symmetric difference with a subexponentialtime-computable set does not keep the E-hardness with respect to some other type of reducibilities (Theorem 3.4). Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 discuss this problem in detail. In section 4, we prove (Theorem 4.2) that there is a subexponential-time-computable sparse set S such that every <',-complete set K for E must touch it: KnS#@. This set is called the E-complete kernel. That means: K -S is not <L-complete for E. Note that there is one S that works for all <k-complete sets for E. Theorems 4.44.6 concern a related notion: the E-hard kernel.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we fix our alphabet C= (0, 11. Words are elements of Z*. For any word x, the length of x is denoted by /x 1. Languages are subsets of C*. For every set S, the cardinality of S is denoted by 1 SI. For a language A, the set A 'n (A =") consists of all the words of length <n (of length n) in A. The complement of A is denoted by 2. We identify a set A with its characteristic function:
A set A is called sparse if there is a polynomial p such that IA""1 <p(n) for all n. A set A is called of exponential density if there is a constant c>O such that 1 A""1 32"' for almost every n. A set A is called of biexponential density if both A and 2 are of exponential density. We use the following notation:
P= fi DTIME(nk+k), NP= fi NTIME(nk+k), k=l k=l E= fi DTIME(2k"+k), NE= 6 NTIME(2k"+k),
k=l k=l EXP= fi DTIME(2"k+k), NEXP= i; NTIME(2"k+k). ' <' are defined in a similar and usual way c2, 7, 111.
Let C be a class of languages and <F be one of the above reducibilities. If every language in C is <F-reducible to A, then we say that A is <~-hard for C. If A is <r-hard for C and AEC, then we say that A is <r-complete for C.
The pairing function is denoted by (. , .), with the property 1(x, ~)1<2(IxI+lyl). A functionf': N -+ N is called subexponential if, for every c > O,f(n) < 2"' for almost every n.
A well-known fact is the following [4, IS] .
Theorem 2.1. Every <K-complete set for E is U~SO <T.ti-complete for E.
Stability of hard sets for E and subexponential-time-computable set
In this section we discuss the stable properties of E-hard sets with some kinds of reducibilities.
Some E-hard sets will preserve E-hardness after taking some operations .
with subexponential-time-computable sets. For a <r-hard set H for E, the stability of H is closely related to the type (Y) of reduction. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 assert that the symmetric difference of a subexponential-time set with a hard set for E does not change the E-hardness with respect to some reducibilities. While Theorem 3.4 asserts that it does change the E-hardness with respect to some other kind of reducibilities. Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 discuss the stability of E-hard sets for subtracting a subexponential-time-computable subset and taking disjoint union with a subexponential-timecomputable set, respectively. The d Laril,-reduction was studied by some other scholars before. Buss and Hay [S] showed that P,,(NP) = PNPuogl = Pparity (NP). Beige1 et al. [3] gave a very simple proof that PP is closed under <Larity-reductions, thus concluding that PNPuogl E PP. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are almost the same. We give one of them only.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let K be any d P,-complete set for E. Construct a language L as follows. 
Construction of
L Input (i, x); Within 2'(',")'steps, computefi((i,x))=(x,
By the construction and the fact that D= ur=, Dk, A= uTzl A,, B= K'-D, we
have the following result. 
Claim 1. A,GD,, lDkl < 1, for all x, at most one of x0 and xl is in D. So, AGB, XEK ifs at least one of x0 and xl is in B.

Claim 2. Both D and A are subexponential-time-computable.
Proof of Claim 2. To decide if
Claim 4. WEE and W is not 2-tt-reducible
to A A B.
Proof of Claim 4.
We show that the value of,fk(Ouck')""" can be computed in time 20(u(k" when,f;k(O"(k') is a 2-tt condition. For input Ouck' of length n= u(k), we can compute fk(Ouck') in time (u(k))k+k=nk+k<n'ogn.
Case 1. .fk(O""') is not a 2-tt condition: O"'k'$ W. Cuse 2. ,fk(O"'k')= (2,y1,y2)
is a 2-tt condition: Case 2.1. {y,,yz) #{x0,x1)
,for any XE .Z*: For any 4'i in {y1,y2} of
For any yi in {yl, y2) of length <n = u(k), we can decide if yi E A A B in 2O("' steps, since both A and B are in E.
Case 2.2. j~'~,y,}=:.1O,xl)for some xEZ *: Without loss of generality, we may assume that (y1,y2)=(.x0,s1).
If IxOI=Ix~>n=u(k):
If 1x01= Ix1 I <n = u(k), we can compute A AB(x0) and A AB(x1) in time 2O("'.
In any casc,fk(O"'k')AAB can be computed in time 2'("'. Hence, WEE.
Obviously, W $I,, A A B. 0
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (conclusion). These four claims complete the proof of the theorem. 0
Although it is more complicated, we can prove the following theorem by basically the same technique. Is there a ~I.~-hard set H for E and a subexponential-time-computable set A such that A AH is not 6 :,(-hard for E? Note that Theorem 3.4 means that a result similar to Theorem 3.1 does not hold for <i-d reduction when A GI?. But we find that each <[.,-hard set for E is stable for subtracting a subexponential-time-computable subset.
Theorem 3.6. Let integer k > 0. For any < i.d-hard set H for E and any subexponentialtime-computable set A G H, A A H = H -A is also <c.d-hard for E.
Proof (sketch). Let K be <<-complete for E. We construct a language L as follows.
Construction of L
Input (i, x) Within 2'(',")' steps, computeJ((i, x))= (x1, . . . ,
xk). Accepts (i,x) if (xEK and {x1, . . . ,xk}nA=@).
Obviously,
LEE. Since H is <L.d-hard for E, L GE., H via somefi, for some i.
Claim. For almost all x, if J((i,x))=(x, ,..., xk), {x1 ,..., xk}nA=@ So, x~Ko{x,,...,x~)n(H-A)#@.
The following theorem says that each <L-,-hard set for E is stable for taking disjoint union with a subexponential-time-computable set.
Theorem 3.7. Let integer k ~0. For any <i-,-hard set H for E and any subexponentialtime-computable
set A, with A&H, A AH = AuH is also <:.,-hard for E.
E-complete kernel and E-hard kernel
A <i-hard set for E is stable for taking symmetric difference with a subexponentialtime-computable set (Corollary 3.3). On the other hand, from the proof of Theorem 3.4, we note that a <k-complete set (K') for E cannot preserve the completeness after subtracting a subexponential-time-computable sparse set (D). In this section, we study this phenomena.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a class of languages. A set S is called a C-complete kernel if S is sparse and, for every <L-complete set K for C, KnS is an infinite set. A set S is called a C-hard kernel if S is sparse and, for every <L-hard set H for C, HnS an infinite set.
In this definition, sparseness is necessary to avoid the trivial kernel such as C*. Proof. Choose u(l)<~(2)< as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.4, and such that, for all k> 1, k< k(u(k)).
In addition to properties (l))(3) mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.4, define
To decide if XES, we do the following: is not <L-complete for E; thus, HnS is infinite. 0
The above theorem tells us that an E-complete kernel S can be made as sparse as one wants, subexponential-time-computable and every <L-complete set has infinite elements in it. In this sense, we say that every <k -complete set K for E contains a few words (words in KnS) which play a crucial role for the completeness of K. For the E-hard kernel case, we need the following lemma. (1) p( 1x1) for some polynomial p.
So, SEE. If u(k) increases quickly enough, we have /S 6nl <h(n). If H is <L-hard for E, then 0* x C* d y H viafi for some i by Lemma 4.3. For this i, yi exists sincef; is one-one. Hence,fi(O""', y,)~Hns. It is easy to see that H-S is not <L-hard for E; thus, HnS is infinite. 0
In the proof of the above two theorems,fi is one-one is used. Similar techniques have been used also by Joseph and Young [13] .
Since every <k-complete set for NE is < ,,,-' hard for E, we have that no set could be <L-complete for NE unless it contains some elements in S; no set could be <',-complete for DTIME(220'"') 1 un ess it contains some elements in S; even every <k-complete set for recursively enumerable sets must intersect S. Note again that S is easy in the world of, e.g., double-exponential-time sets. We failed to find a subexponential-time E-hard kernel. In what follows, we study the structure of an E-hard kernel. Proof. For every <L-hard set H for E, H-D is still <L-hard for E by Lemma 4.
So, (H-D)nS=Hn(S-D)#@
is an infinite set. 0
The notion of kernel has a superficial resemblance with the core defined by Lynch [14], but we do not find the direct relationship between the two notions.
